
Hello all clubs, members of the European Gold Wing Federation!  
 
Gold Wing Club of Ukraine, thanks for the help and support of all members of  
the European Federation! We know that many club members are now personally  
helping Ukrainians.  We all feel that you are with us, and we fight  
desperately, not to let evil go beyond our borders and push it back.  So, one  
of the part of humanitarian cargo to help Ukraine was collected with the help  
of the European Goldwing Federation.  We managed to purchase medicines and  
tactical medical help, which are in great need now in Ukraine.  The European  
Federation transferred 1,000 euros to us, this money helped us to buy  
antibiotics and antiseptic items. And some clubs participated in additional  
assistance, for which we are also very grateful to them!  The Gold Wing Club  
of Ireland transferred 400 euros to our account and the Gold Wing Club of  
Sweden transferred 400 euros with those money we were able to buy tactical  
drugs (medicine) that are very valuable for us today to stop blood, thank  
you, one such box can save at least 30 lives, during bombing many are  
wounded, and often people die from blood loss.  The Gold Wing Club of Austria  
donated 1,000 euros to us.  We bought wound dressing kits.  All that is  
required, it is also very consumable material that Ukraine needs endlessly  
today. An activist from the Gold Wing Club of Hungary, Peter Perger, managed  
to organize many of his club members and we received food and hygiene  
products from them.  We are also very grateful to the Gold Wing Club Turkey  
from all Ukrainians, we know that the Turkish club is actively collecting and  
sending aid from Turkey to Ukraine!  Many thanks to all of you!  We feel like  
we are in a big friendly family and this makes us stronger!  
 
Best wishes, Gold Wing club Ukraine

 
















